
• Humans are the best instruments for
analyzing food flavors, but they do
not use standardized vocabulary.
Training is time-consuming and often
produces less familiar vocabulary.

• Consumer descriptions of foods are
readily available online as reviews1.

• Natural Language Processing (NLP)
methods automatically analyze large
volumes of text and could rapidly
create a consumer lexicon.

• Product lexicons are useful research
and marketing tools, and this method
can help make them more accessible.

Objective:

• Develop a novel NLP approach to
process large numbers of reviews into
a consumer-friendly whisky lexicon.

• The most prominent patterns of word 
usage in reviews are related to production 
categories, such as moonshine/craft or 
peated whiskies.

• Some expected groups of terms, such as 
categories of fruits (tropical, berry, and 
dried), are easily separated into clusters.

• Some expected groups, such as distinct 
fruity and floral categories, are difficult to 
separate due to frequent co-occurrence in 
products from a category.

• NLP and CA-HCA are capable of isolating 
descriptive terms and grouping related 
terms into categories similar to the
interior of a flavor wheel.
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WhiskyAdvocate (4288 reviews)

Whiskycast (2309 reviews)

Figure 1. A CA plot of term frequencies across all 6597 reviews. 
The 104 terms which have the largest contributions to the first 
two axes are shown. Selected product categories and whisky-
producing countries are shown as supplementary points.

Figure 2. A dendrogram showing the distances between terms, 
based on a 6D CA plot (first two dimensions in Fig 1). Clusters and 
selected terms representative of each have been highlighted.R
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Lexicon Fine-Tuning:
• Find sub-groups within overall clusters (i.e.

secondary flavor wheel attributes) using
additional clustering steps.

• Investigate alternative methods of word-
grouping such as a neural network model
(e.g. LDA2vec).

Application:
• Use the developed lexicon for a consumer

check-all-that-apply test.
• Assess whether certain attributes or

descriptors correlate with price or quality
score so that whisky producers can decide
what types of product to make.

Future Projects:
• Develop the workflow into general-use

tools for producers and researchers.
• Apply this workflow to more reviews of

whisky or other products like tea or beer.
• Associate intensity terms like not and slight

with the descriptors they modify.FU
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1. Whisky Review Collection 2. Whisky Classification 3. Natural Language Processing
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4. Term Clustering

INTERNAL 
METADATA

Country Labels
Production Types

Whisky Names

EXTERNAL 
DATABASES

Distillery List
Industry Expertise2

List of US States

R Code2

String-Matching

Regular 

Expressions

1450 American
3875 Scotch

361 Irish
341 Canadian
161 Japanese

3384 Single Malts
925 Bourbons

358 Ryes
99 Craft

44 Moonshines

CA

Scraped 6597 full-text reviews 
from 2 websites

Used both internal review data and external databases 
to assign production categories and countries of origin

Processed raw review text into individual, 
relevant terms

Selected few main axes of variation with 
Correspondence Analysis (CA) and used 
Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA)3

to group related terms
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• The two most important factors driving differences in word use 
(Fig 1) are related to whisky age and Scottish peat smoke.

• Ideally, groups are comprised of synonyms. One cluster contains 
peaty, tar, smokey, and medicine, terms for peat smoke flavor4.

• Some clusters, such as the one containing cola, allspice, licorice, 
cinnamon, and cocoa, are not true groups of synonyms.

• The clusters (Fig 4) are similar to an existing flavor wheel (Fig 3) 
but there are fewer categories due to combination categories 
(e.g. Fruity/Floral) and a lack of off-flavors (e.g. Sulfury, Cheesy).

• Some groups of (not necessarily synonymous) terms are highly 
associated with particular categories (Fig 1), which is likely driving 
some broad term groups like cluster 10.

Figure 4. A flavor wheel 
produced with an NLP and CA-
HCA workflow. The outer circle 
contains the 10 clusters from 
Fig 2 and the 15 most frequent 
terms in each cluster are 
tertiary terms around the 
edge. The structure, ordering, 
and primary/secondary labels 
are based on Fig 3, when 
possible.

Figure 3. An existing flavor 
wheel for Scotch whiskies4. 
Secondary attributes (outer 
circle) are grouped into primary
categories (inner circle). 
Tertiary terms (outer edge) are 
specific descriptors.

Note that a previous whisky 
flavor wheel grouped Fruity
and Floral under the primary 
category Estery.
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